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Most of the books in this catalogue come from the stock of two noted dealers: Barry Marks in London,
England, and Joshua Heller Rare Books (Jos and Phyllis) in Washington, DC. These important booksellers
chose Oak Knoll when deciding how best to enter retirement gently and we are honored by their trust. Oak
Knoll hasn’t handled that many Artists’ Books over the years so this aspect of the inventory was especially
exciting for us. Who wouldn’t love to handle the Tern Press book by Nicholas and Mary Parry (now sadly
deceased) with the original art work included?*

* See listing #64.

Oak Knoll Books was founded in 1976 by Bob Fleck, a chemical engineer by training, who let his hobby get the best of him. Somehow, making
oil refineries more efficient using mathematics and computers paled in comparison to the joy of handling books. Oak Knoll Press, the second
part of the business, was established in 1978 as a logical extension of Oak Knoll Books.
Today, Oak Knoll Books is a thriving company that maintains an inventory of about 25,000 titles. Our main specialties continue to be books
about bibliography, book collecting, book design, book illustration, book selling, bookbinding, bookplates, children’s books, Delaware books,
fine press books, forgery, graphic arts, libraries, literary criticism, marbling, papermaking, printing history, publishing, typography & type
specimens, and writing & calligraphy — plus books about the history of all of these fields.
Oak Knoll Books is a member of the International League of Antiquarian Booksellers (ILAB — about 2,000 dealers in 22 countries) and the
Antiquarian Booksellers Association of America (ABAA — over 450 dealers in the US). Their logos appear on all of our antiquarian catalogues
and web pages. These logos mean that we guarantee accurate descriptions and customer satisfaction. Our founder, Bob Fleck, has long been a
proponent of the ethical principles embodied by ILAB & the ABAA. He has taken a leadership role in both organizations and is a past president
of both the ABAA and ILAB.
We are located in the historic colonial town of New Castle (founded 1651), next to the Delaware River and have an open shop for visitors. The
shop is situated in the Opera House, a building built by the Masons in 1879 with high ceilings and great views of the town and river. We are
located close to Philadelphia and Washington, DC, and near many historic areas and attractive sights including Winterthur, the Delaware
Art Museum, the Brandywine River Art Museum and Longwood Gardens. If you would like to plan a visit, please see our website for more
information.
Book selling is much more than balance sheets and income statements. We sell books because we really enjoy it and hope that fact comes
through clearly when you deal with us.
The front cover image is from item #13: Egon Scheile, Aquarelle und Zeichnungen;
the rear cover image is from item #15: The Seven Deadly Sins of the Lower Middle Class.
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complete set

1. 	(Ariel Poems) Complete set of Ariel Poems including both Original and New Series. London,
England: Faber and Gwyer, later Faber and Faber, n.d., but 1927-31 and 1954, small 8vo., stiff paper wrappers.
Variously paginated.
$ 2,000.00
The Ariel poems are a series of 46 pamphlets containing illustrated poems printed at the Curwen Press and published by
Faber and Gwyer and later by Faber and Faber. The first series ran from 1927 to 1931, with a second series published in 1954.
Each numbered pamphlet has an illustrated cover naming the author and illustrator. Four pages were sewn inside the
cover. The frontispiece had another illustration, usually multicolored. Following that page was the poem. Several authors
and illustrators had multiple pamphlets. The pamphlets, in order, are as follows:
1. Yuletide in a Younger World by Thomas Hardy, drawings by Albert Rutherston
2. The Linnet’s Nest by Henry Newbolt, drawings by Ralph Keene
3. The Wonder Night by Laurence Binyon, drawings by Barnett Freedman
4. Alone by Walter de la Mare, wood engravings by Blair Hughes-Stanton
5. Gloria in Profundis by G. K. Chesterton, wood engravings by Eric Gill
6. The Early Whistler by Wilfred Gibson, drawings by John Nash
7. Nativity by Siegfried Sassoon, designs by Paul Nash
8. Journey of the Magi by T. S. Eliot, drawings by E. McKnight Kauffer (August 1927)
9. The Chanty of the Nona, poem and drawings by Hilaire Belloc
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10. Moss and Feather by W. H. Davies, illustrated by Sir William Nicholson
11. Self to Self by Walter de la Mare, wood engravings by Blaire Hughes-Stanton
12. Troy by Humbert Wolfe, drawings by Charles Ricketts
13. The Winter Solstice by Harold Monro, drawings by David Jones
14. To My Mother by Siegfried Sassoon, drawings by Stephen Tennant
15. Popular Song by Edith Sitwell, designs by Edward Bawden
16. A Song for Simeon by T. S. Eliot, drawings by E. McKnight Kauffer
(September 1928)
17. Winter Nights, a reminiscence by Edmund Blunden, drawings by
Albert Rutherston
18. Three Things by W. B. Yeats, drawings by Gilbert Spencer
19. Dark Weeping by “AE,” designs by Paul Nash
20. A Snowdrop by Walter de la Mare, drawings by Claudia Guercio
21. Ubi Ecclesia by G. K. Chesterton, drawings by Diana Murphy
22. The Outcast by James Stephens, drawings by Althea Willoughby
23. Animula by T. S. Eliot, wood engravings by Gertrude Hermes (October
1929)
24. Inscription on a Fountain-Head by Peter Quennell, drawings by Albert
Rutherston
25. The Grave of Arthur by G. K. Chesterton, drawings by Celia Fiennes
26. Elm Angel by Harold Monro, wood engravings by Eric Ravilious
27. In Sicily by Siegfried Sassoon, drawings by Stephen Tennant
28. The Triumph of the Machine by D. H. Lawrence, drawings by Althea Willoughby
29. Marina by T. S. Eliot, drawings by E. McKnight Kauffer (September 1930)
30. The Gum Trees by Roy Campbell, drawings by David Jones
31. News by Walter de la Mare, drawings by Barnett Freedman
32. A Child is Born by Henry Newbolt, drawings by Althea Willoughby
33. To Lucy by Walter de la Mare, drawings by Albert Rutherston
34. To the Red Rose by Siegfried Sassoon, drawings by Stephen Tennant
35. Triumphal March by T. S. Eliot, drawings by E. McKnight Kauffer
(October 1931)
36. Jane Barston 1719-1746 by Edith Sitwell, drawings by R. A. Davies
37. Invitation to Cast out Care by Vita Sackville-West, drawings by
Graham Sutherland
38. Choosing a Mast by Roy Campbell, drawings by Barnett Freedman
New series. Each illustrated by a noted artist. Each in original mailing
envelope.
Prometheus by Edwin Muir illustrated by John Piper
Nativity by Roy Dunnachie Campbell illustrated by James Sellars
The Other Wing by Louis MacNeice illustrated by Michael Ayrton.
The Winnowing Dream by Walter De La Mare illustrated by Robin Jacques
Mountains by W.H. Auden illustrated by Edward Bawden
Sirmione Peninsula by Stephen Spender illustrated by Lynton Lamb
Christmas Eve by C Day Lewis illustrated by Edward Ardizzone
The Cultivation of Christmas Trees by T S Eliot illustrated by David Jones
Some copies with soiled covers and/or slightly chipped edges.
This collection also includes a hardbound edition of No. 3 in the first series, The Wonder Night, limited to 350 numbered
copies. Covers are rubbed and scuffed at edges and along spine. [124456]
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2. 	(Bird & Bull Press) Schmoller, Tanya. REMONDINI AND RIZZI, A
CHAPTER IN ITALIAN DECORATED PAPER HISTORY. New Castle,
DE: Oak Knoll Books, 1990, 8vo., cloth-backed, patterned paper (in
facsimile of an original Remondini pattern specially executed by Henry
Morris), leather spine label. 55, (5) pages.
$ 400.00
Limited to 215 numbered copies (Berger B36). Set in Perpetua and printed letterpress
on Johannot mould-made paper by Henry Morris at the Bird & Bull Press. Italian
block-printed papers were the start of the collection of decorated papers that Tanya
Schmoller, and her husband Hans, gathered for over twenty years. The use of
woodblocks to transfer designs to cloth and paper can be traced back in Europe to
the fourteenth century. In the region of what is now Italy, there were several firms
supplying these colorful papers, the most prominent being the firm of Remondini
which was established in 1650.
This work traces the history of
the Remondini enterprise and
also that of Giuseppe Rizzi
who took over the Remondini woodblocks after 1861. It examines
the sales techniques and production methods of these two firms
and contains actual specimens of Rizzi decorated paper. Today
such samples are rarely found and they are usually very expensive.
The illustrations include a three-color facsimile of a Remondini
woodblock and a fold-out reproduction of a decree authorizing
the sale of gilt paper. There are also four pages of genuine Rizzi
paper samples. Prospectus loosely inserted. [71189]

3. 	(Book Club of California) THE HUNDREDTH BOOK,
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE
BOOK CLUB OF CALIFORNIA & A HISTORY OF
THE CLUB BY DAVID MAGEE. N.P.: The Book Club of
California, 1958, folio, half-cloth over boards, paper spine
label, plain paper dust jacket. xxviiii, 80 pages and many full
page plates.
$ 275.00
First edition, limited to 400 copies and printed at the Grabhorn Press.
Contains a history of this club of book-collectors, bibliographical
information on the 100 books that had been produced and interesting
annotations about each of the books. Four page prospectus loosely
inserted. Plain paper jacket is soiled. Book is fine. [16236]
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4. 	(Cresset Press) Spenser, Edmund. THE SHEPHEARDES CALENDAR.
CONTEYNING TWELVE AEGLOGUES PROPORTIONABLE TO THE
TWELVE MONETHESE. Illustrated by John Nash. London: Cresset Press,
1930, 4to., half vellum with marbled paper covered boards, title gilt on spine.
xxxii, 133 pages.
$ 500.00
Limited to 350 numbered copies on paper in an
edition of 353 copies; this copy is not numbered but
has “printer’s file copy” written in place of a number
(Ransom 20). Title-page and 12 headpieces by Nash.
Illustrations colored by stencils at the Curwen Press,
London. Set in 16pt Linotype Granjon Old Face,
designed by George W. Jones, and used here for the
first time. Printed on Barcham Green handmade
paper. John Nash (1893-1977) was an influential
painter, printmaker, teacher, and gardener.
As stated in a penciled note on the front free endpaper
this is the only copy that was not colored by stencil.
“Mr. Geo W. Jones states stenciling was not painting or printing and he personally
preferred plain illustrations. The Cresset Press gave him this copy as he printed
it. “Robert Elwell’s copy with his bookplate. Inscribed on the front free endpaper
“With the compliments and high regard of the printer.” Spine darkened, corners
slightly bumped, some shelf wear; nevertheless very good. [124170]

5. (Cresset Press) Spenser, Edmund. THE SHEPHEARDES CALENDAR.
CONTEYNING TWELVE AEGLOGUES PROPORTIONABLE TO
THE TWELVE MONETHESE. Illustrated by John Nash. London: Cresset
Press, 1930, 4to., quarter vellum with cream colored raw silkcovered
boards, title gilt on spine, top edge gilt, slipcase. xxiii, 133 pages.
$ 650.00
Limited to 350
numbered copies on
paper in an edition of
353 copies [Ransom:
20]. Title-page and 12
headpieces by Nash.
Illustrations colored by
stencils at the Curwen
Press, London. Set in
16pt Linotype Granjon
Old Face, designed by
George W. Jones, and
used here for the first
time. Printed on Barcham Green handmade paper. John Nash
(1893-1977) was an influential painter, printmaker, teacher,
and gardener. Slight bump to top corner, minor wear to edges,
else very good. [124169]
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U N IQU E VA R I A N T CA LLIGR A PHIC BOOK

6. 	Culmone, Nancy. LUNAR LIST THREE. N.P.: (Nancy Culmone, 1999), square small 8vo., black silk-covered
binding with inlaid paper illustration, housed in a black silk handmade clamshell box lined with handpainted
sides. (9) accordion-folded pages.
$ 1,750.00
Unique variant calligraphic book by Nancy Culmone. Materials used were Arches Text Laid paper, wheat paste, paper
dyes, acrylic paints, gouche, pastels, colored pencils, PVA and glair. Nancy Culmone is a well-known calligrapher.
[124335]

7. 	Cummins, Maureen. AUREOLE TO ZINGARESCA, AN EXOTIC ALPHABET BOOK. New York:
Maureen Cummins, 1994, 4to., stiff paper dust jacket printed in colors loosely enclosing the text, purple cloth
slicase. 2 folded signatures, one of 12 pages, one of 20 pages, laid into one folded page.
$ 750.00
Limited edition of 50 numbered copies, of which 1-25 were printed for patrons of the Center of the Book Arts, and 2650 were reserved for purchase. This is a proof copy of this artists book with various pages containing penciled drawings
rather than printed text. This includes a mock-up of the colophon which is hand drawn. The page before the colophon has
the following written in pencil “this page was going to have a thing like the colophon pg that said A note about the words,
but it seems like too much work now.” Printed in multicolors on thick hand-made papers with woodblocks, with wood
type initial caps. Designed, printed and illustrated by Maureen Cummins. [124328]
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8. 	(d’Areloff, Natalie) Christopher, A.B. THE WORLD
ACCOMPLISHED. (London: The World’s End Press, 1974), 4to.,
heavy paper wrapper with (34) very heavy sheets loosely inserted,
clamshell box with leather spine and embossed paper covered
boards.
$ 650.00
Edition limited to 75 numbered copies signed by author and artist. Artist’s
book by Natalie d’Arbeloff, British and American artist, cartoonist,
humorist, writer, and teacher. Text by Christopher on recto and multicolored etching by d’Arbeloff on facing page. “A printmaker by profession,
d’Arbeloff was an early theorist and practitioner of the bookwork or artist’s
book. Her paintings and artist’s books have been exhibited internationally,
and are in private and public collections” (Wikipedia). Designed and handprinted by d’Arbeloff on Barcham Green mould-made paper and with the
etchings also printed by the artist. [124127]

9. 	(Dov Press) Rand, Harry. THE CLOUDS. Washington, D.C.: Dov Press, 1996, 4to., gray cloth with darker
gray morocco spine printed in palladium, publisher’s slipcase. (iv), 31, (3) pages.
$ 1,250.00
Limited to 55 numbered copies; this is one of 25 regular signed
copies. With ten original lithographs by Elaine Kurtz. Eight full-page
lithographs handpulled by Judith Solodkin in collaboration with the
artist at Solo Impressions, New York, with two double-page images
of approximately 14 x 20 inches; many images required multiple
plates and the artist’s hand appliqué of color and mica. Design and
typography of the book by Jerry Kelly, with the text printed letterpress
by the Stinehour Press, Lunenberg, Vermont. The typeface is Robert
Slimbach’s Minion. Paper
for both text and images is
Heavyweight Rives BFK 250
gsm. Each print has a Japanese
paper overlay imprinted with
a short segment from the text.
Sewn and hand bound by Judi
Conant.
Harry Rand is a poet, author and
art curator. The Clouds is Elaine
Kurtz’s first illustrated book
and is in the collections of the
Library of Congress, Wellesley
College, The National Gallery of
Art, Washington, D.C., and the
Philadelphia Museum of Art.
The Clouds blends the voices of many personalities in numerous short observations
- like movements in music describing humanity and the world. The book contains
much beauty and poignancy, with a text to compliment the superbly luminous
images of Elaine Kurtz’s lithographs. [61409]
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10. 	Dupont, Albert. LA SOCIÉTÉ PARADISIAQUE: OU LE
REVE HÉLATEUR D’UN HYPERGRAPHE SENSIBLE.
5 volumes. Paris: L’Inéditeur, 1989, folio, cloth portfolios.
Unpaginaged.
$ 7,500.00
This set is one of an edition of 10 numbered copies in a total edition
of 21 copies. 25 original photographs by Albert Dupont. Preface by
Isidore Isou.
Contains 25 original photographs handcolored and worked by
Dupont on Arches paper. All signed by Dupont. Each volume
contains 5 photographs illustrating texts and manifestos of Dupont.
Volumes also contain a small camera, binoculars, compass, hologram,
and various assorted items, all in their own folders. Each portfolio is
in a different colored board folder: red, cerise, yellow, blue and green. Each
slipcase has a portion of the title on the spine and is in the same colors as the portfolio
boards, but different than the matching portfolio, so the effect is even more vibrant.
This title comes from a new concept in the social and economic field of the Lettrist Group, which aims at an ideal society
based only upon creation and innovation as major values as opposed to a communist society based upon work and
collectivity. In this major work Dupont is expressing his wish fulfillment for his ideal society, La Societé Parodisiaque.
The volumes contain Lettrist photography, hypergraphic (with signs) infinitesimal (based upon imagination), and
the supertemporal (public participation) all explained different manifestos of Dupont. The 25 photographs have titles
which are either word play or poetic names used for different artists whom Dupont admires, such as “The magnetic
field” (André Breton), “Eros vertigo” (Matta), and “erotic book without orthograph” (Arthur Rimbaud), and others. The
preface is by Isidore Isou who is the founder of Lettrism. Dupont wanted every photograph to be different and innovative
augmented with drawings, jokes, mystery, manipulation, new materials, objects, letters, codes, signs, light, sound,
hologram, kaleidoscope, a playful spirit inspired by Man Ray. [124125]
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11. 	(Edition Balance) Günther, Henry (editor).
DAS GLEICHMAß DER UNRUHE. TEXTE
UND GRAFIKEN ZUR VERÄNDERTEN
LANDSCHAFT DEUTSCHLAND 1991. (Berlin):
Edition Balance, 1991, 4to., quarter leather with
blind embossed front cover in slipcase. 31 leaves.
$ 675.00
This artists’ book published in a limited edition of 200
copies of which 170 numbered copies are for sale. Signed
by the editor. With 9 original graphics that are signed and
numbered by the artists. Book design done by the publisher
and editor Henry Günther. Printed in Cicero Old Style on
Ingres laid. Quarter leather / Roma handmade paper cover by
bookbinder Markus Rottmann, Berlin. The original prints
come from the artists Guillermo Deisler, Dieter Goltzsche,
Lusici, Birgit Meyer, Christoph Niess, Gil Schlesinger, Wolf
Spies, Ulrich Tarlatt and Ruth Tesmar. With the signatures
of all participating writers present: FC Delius, Johannes
Jansen, Sarah Kirsch, John Jörn, Gabriele Wohmann, Alain
Jadot, Kerstin Hensel, Karl Mickel, Wilhelm Bartsch, Rainer
Kirsch, Peter Huckauf, Jörg Kowalski, Andreas Kendo Valeri
Scherstjanoi and Manfred Nehls. This is a new copy. [124144]

12. 	(Edition Balance) Wolf, Christa. IM STEIN [IN THE
STONE]. Lieberg, Gotha, Germany: Edition Balance, 1998,
small folio, quarter blue leather with blue paper covered
boards with title and design in blue and red on front board,
slipcase. Unpaginated.
$ 950.00
Limited to 130 numbered copies of which this is one of the 100 copies
described as “Ausgabe B,” signed by the author and artist. Color
lithographs & etchings by Helge Lieberg. Typography and binding
design executed in the studio of the Edition Balance. Setting and
printing by Harald Weller. Approximately 23 color drypoint etchings
by Berlin artist, Helge Leiberg, complemented by lithographs.
Christa Wolf’s story, written in December 1994/January 1995,
published here for the first time, is based on the actual experience of
her stay in hospital in a fictitious discussion with doctors and nurses
written to give an insight into the psyche of the patient where dream
and reality are combined.
Christa Wolf (born Christa Ihlenfeld on 18 March 1929) is a German
literary critic, novelist, and essayist. She is one of the best-known
writers to emerge from the former East Germany (Wikipedia).
[124131]
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13. 	EGON SCHIELE, AQUARELLE UND ZEICHNUNGEN.
Herausgegeben von Walter Kochatzky, ausgew hlt und
bearbeitet von Erwin Mitsch. Salzburg: Verlag Galerie Welz,
(1968), large folio, red cloth portfolio containing the loose
sheets. 15 pages of text followed by plates.
$ 1,350.00
Text followed by 64 reproductions,
mostly in color. Veröffentlichung
der Albertina Nr. 4. Egon Schiele
(1890-1918) was an Austrian
painter and member of the Wiener
Werkstätte Movement. “In a
mere eight years of activity he
had established himself as one
of the most spontaneously gifted
draughtsmen of all time - he drew
with the speed of a man writing
a letter full of news - and he
left behind a body of paintings,
drawings, and water-colours
which, though informed by the
obsessive self-regard of the first
Freudian age, is wholly individual and could never be mistaken for that of anyone
else.” - from an appreciation by Michael Ratcliffe. [124111]

14. 	(Emanon Press) Neruda, Pablo. SKYSTONES [LAS PIEDRAS DEL CIELO]. POEMS DE PABLO
NERUDA. (DUAL TEXT). Translated by Ben Belitt. (Easthampton. MA: Emanon Press, 1981), 4to., Edition
bound by Gray Parrot in Fabriano over boards printed to a design by Debra Weier and brown leather trim,
beige cloth clamshell box with author’s name in gilt on the spine, box lined with paper to match the binding.
Unpaginated.
$ 1,500.00
Limited to 60 numbered copies, signed by Ben Belitt, Debra Weier, and Bill
Bridgers. The signature of Pable Nerudo is embossed in relief above that
of the collaborators. Designed by Debra Weier and William D. Bridgers.
Handset in Virgin Bodoni Book by the artists and Bill Bridgers. Printed on
Arches buff and Rives BFK tan, with one page of Japanese paper. Five twoplate color etchings printed on Rives BFK and Arches. “Four of Nerudas
poems about the sky and earth were selected for this book and each of the
poems rests inside its own multi-colored, two-plate, bleed etching textured
by Weier. The flow of six signatures is realized through an extra etching,
various color stencil rolls, type-high plates, collage, and sculpted paper
constructions. After many runs through the etching press and many more
through the letterpress, after more than a year of meeting and talking
with friends and advisors scattered among various states of mind and
of America, after the inevitable delays of collecting type and paper, after
waiting so long, this complex pop-up, fold-out, bilingual edition [was]
completed ... in October, 1981.” — from prospectus.
Skystones has become a very scarce book to find. It is a classic of
contemporary American Artists’ Books. [124425]
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15. 	(Fitzgerald, Vincent & Co.) Brecht, Bertolt. and Kurt Weill. THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS OF THE
LOWER MIDDLE CLASS. (New York): Vincent FitzGerald, 1992, folio, bound by Zahra Partovi in
association with BookLab. in a nineteenth-century Hub style binding with black leather and Dacron
polyester zebra-striped fabric in purple and black, black cloth clamshell box with purple leather cover label
titled in gilt. Unpaginated.
$ 7,500.00
No. 3 in an edition of 50 copies signed by the artist and the translator. and Kurt Weill.
Translated by Michael Feingold. Etchings and lithographs by Mark Beard. Printed on
Rives paper. Watercolored. Lithography editions by Agnes Murray. Etchings editioned by
Marjorie Van Dyke and Vincent FitzGerald at The Printmaking Workshop. Silkscreen
editioned by Colorgirls. Collage executed by Zahra Partovi and Vincent FitzGerald.
Letterpress printed at Wild Carrot Letterpress in Garamond. Calligraphy by Jerry Kelly.
FitzGerald remembered Feingold had translated The Seven Deadly Sins of the Lower
Middle Class, a short ballet with songs by Kurt Weill that dealt with the iconography of
America. The story,
which seemed
perfect for Beard [to
illustrate] concerns
the moral tension
between two sisters
as they struggle to
achieve their dream
of building their
pietistic family
a home on the
Mississippi River in Louisiana. Seven gatefolded
pages introduce the personifications of sin, anger,
envy, gluttony, greed, lust, pride, and sloth. All
elements of architecture and setting are etched,
embossed, and collaged behind the theatrical
figures, which are executed in lithography. More
than one hundred prints embellish the tale. A
separate map made with pigment embedded into
the paper by Dieu Donné, showing the contiguous
United States and identifying the seven cities of sin,
the Mississippi River, the mansion in Louisiana, all
silkscreened after an original watercolor by Beard,
is cut, folded and bound separately. FitzGerald
wanted the reader to be involved in the telling of
the story,
The project took four years to realize. “The song
text and scenario of each sin is printed in twenty
different colors, keyed to the psychological and
moral tone of the writing; this required fortysix letterpress forms. “ Beard specified the large
size of the book which is elaborately bound.” - A
Catalogue Raisonné of the first 26 books published
by Vincent FitzGerald & Company from 1981, 32-3.
[124123]
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16. 	(FitzGerald, Vincent) Beard, Mark. THE UTAH READER. New York: Vincent FitzGerald, 1986, oblong
4to., blue-green silk over boards, hand-lettered title stamped in orange, by Gérard Charriere, inserted in
specially constructed black cloth clamshell box with paper spine label. Unpaginated.
$ 5,000.00
Limited to only 40 numbered copies, all signed by the artist. Text,
and linocuts and collage by Mark Beard. 42 handcolored linocuts
pulled by Mark Beard and Marjorie Van Dyke at The Printmaking
Workshop assisted by Zahra Partovi, George Osterman, and
Robin Silverberg. 32 Japanese papers are used in the collage prints
executed by Zahra Partovi and Vincent FitzGerald. Extensively
handcolored by the artist. Offset lithography text printed on
Arches paper by John Hutcheson.
The Utah Reader is a book about Beard’s childhood and family.
[124120]
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17. 	(Flying Sugar Press) THE SONG OF SONGS. (London: Flying
Sugar Press, 1995, oblong 8vo., Bound By Robert Hadrill in
full crimson leather with gilt title on spine and blocked color
illustration on both front and back covers. Purple leather
doublures and yellow endpages with design by Yaron. Silk
headbands. Slipcase of dark red cloth with black leather trim.
(85) pages.
$3,000.00
Limited to only 51 copies, this is No. 1 of 10 De Luxe copies and is signed
by the illustrator, Yaron Livay. An additional block printed in 3 colors
by Yaron is tipped into each of the De Luxe copies. Includes 72 fullpage linocuts by Yaron printed on Zerkall mould-made; french folded.
Title page and eight chapter headings in three colors, different for each
chapter, printed in layers with gold as the middle tone. Other blocks
printed in black. Proofing and color printing for the special copies was done
by Yaron on his own handpress. Printed on the handpress by Ian Mortimer (winner of the 1995 Felice Feliciano Prize).
Yaron approached The Song of Songs in a fresh, naive manner,
uninhibited by traditional preconceptions. After a year of drawing,
preparation and block-cutting, he has created a stunning volume,
vibrant with vitality and humor. The style is reminiscent of fifteenth
century block-books, which were essentially picture books of a
popular or religious character; illustrations and text being cut with
the knife and printed on one side of the paper only. He says: “I did
not want to adopt a reverential, symbolic or decorative approach: as
I saw it, behind the exalted language were simply a man and woman
who loved each other deeply. And I chose to use the whole of the text,
combining it with the images to create an atmosphere of time and
place.” [124139]

18. 	Fogarty, Mary Beth Schmidt.
THE STREAM OF LIFE. N.P.
(Germany): Papierwerkstatt John
Gerard, 1995, folio, textured cream
cloth over endboards, with gilt title
details on front. Accordion fold. 8
leaves folded out to 88 inches.
$ 1,500.00
One of 8 unique variants, with the initials
of the artist painted in with the work. Pulp
paper images by Mary Beth Schmidt Fogarty
(1943-2002
Publisher John Gerard writes: “This was Mary
Beth Fogarty’s second book made in my paper
workshop; she had just traveled up the Rhine
from Mainz before coming and was enthralled with the landscape, the small churches, the vineyards, the ships, and felt
that a series of broad individual landscape paintings without text would be best. The four sheets were then bound as a
leporello. Each book is completely different than the next.” [124426]
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19. 	(Gefn Press) Meynell, Katherine. MARE FECUNDITATIS: SEAS OF
THE MOON. Collagraphs by Susan Johanknecht.London: Gefn Press,
1988, square small 4to., flexible paper wrappers covered with a bubbled
type of iridescent plastic, with stitching along the cover fore-edges,
inserted in a dark blue, denim cloth sleeve. (42) pages.

$ 300.00

One of 40 numbered copies printed by Susan Johanknecht at the Gefn Press and
The Camberwell Press, Department of Graphic Arts, Camberwell School of Art
(Gefn Press Catalogue Raisonne p.37). Signed by Katherine Meynell and Susan
Johanknecht. 8 deeply textured collagraphs by Susan Johanknecht, printed on a thick
paper, & thinner, tissue guard-type leaves with printed lunar surface details. [124202]

20. 	(Gerard, John) Best, Fritz. TAG UND NACHT. (DAY AND NIGHT).
(Berlin): John Gerard, (1992), small 4to., Gray paper covered boards
opening from either end with pages accordian style. 10 leaves printed on
both sides.

$ 460.00

Limited to 20 numbered copies signed by Gerard and Best. Text and images by Fritz
Best. A double-sided accordion fold book with pulp paper images and text by Fritz
Best, produced in collaboration with John Gerard on handmade cotton papers.
Images and text for Tag on one side of the book, and images and text for Nacht on
the other. Grey endboards with title. “Day and Night was the result of an invitation
to Fritz Best to make a book in the paper medium in my Berlin workshop. He had
been in and out of the workshop for months, seen how many of the techniques
function, but still had many questions. The theme he chose was the departure
from Berlin, as he was to leave that year back to London and I was to move to the
Rhineland. The book reflects all of the chaotic conditions in Berlin: traffic, dogs, the
remains of the wall, office work and ends with a relaxing bottle of beer. All of the
images are done in paper pulp using stencil techniques; the text was printed in silver,
using nylon cliches. This is Fritz Best’s first book.” - Gerard. [124330]

21. 	Gerard, John. TRANS. (Berlin): John Gerard, 1998), folio, black linen covers with rectangular cut-out on
front board allowing the title to show through. Unpaginated.

$ 690.00

Limited to 20 numbered copies signed by Fritz Best. A series of 7 tableaux by Best
made in collaboration with John Gerard. 7 double page spreads. An accordion
folded book with images and text by Fritz Best. Produced using pulp painting
techniques as well as offset 4-color lithography, etching, stone lithography, relief
etching, original offset printing. Front page glued to front board as issued.
“Trans was one of the most interesting projects of all my artists books, simply
because both the artist and myself had no idea as to whether the book would work
technically. The white base sheets were made first and dried; Best printed these in
four-color offset; months later we then used stencil techniques and pulp painting
to make the second layer of paper in pink or blue. The sheets were then dried
again and printed in seven different printing techniques. In each of the sheets is
a watermarked word that begins with the prefix trans. We even made the sheets
transparent. Best has used cliches from advertising and comments about our
desires and misinterpretations of the transferal of ideas” - Gerard. [124132]
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22. 	(Gill, Eric) Complete set of the original volumes describing Eric
Gill’s engravings. 3 volumes. Sussex; Bristol; London: St. Dominics
Press; Douglas Cleverdon; Faber & Faber, 1924; 1929; 1934, 4to. and
small folio, cloth, cloth with top edge gilt, cloth, each separately
inserted in later cloth slipcase. 36; Frontispiece;(ii),49+(1),103 plates;
xv,102 pages.
$ 8,000.00
a. Wood Engravings: Being a selection of Eric Gills engravings on wood. St.
Dominics Press. Linen over boards with wood engraving “E.G.” on cover.
Printed recto on handmade paper, with one engraving in red and black. One
of 100 copies in an edition of 150. With the scarce dust jacket. No limitation
statement in this copy.
Title page notes that the first engraving (Virgin and Child) is a woodcut that is
cut with a knife on the long grain of the wood rather than an engraving done
with a graver on the end grain. It was cut for a poster. Ink notation of “No. 5?”
is added next to the bracketed Virgin and Child on the title page. This book
was prepared and published entirely without Gill’s knowledge and consent. [Gill: 410]
b. Engravings by Eric Gill: A Selection of engravings on wood and metal representative of his work to the end of the year
1927. With a complete chronological list of engravings and a preface by the artist. Douglas Cleverdon. Bristol. 1929.
Printed at the Fanfare Press. Black cloth over boards, an engraving in gilt on the front cover; title in gilt on spine; t.e.g.
No. 398 in an edition of 400 copies on paper specially
manufactured for this edition; total edition of 490. The
first authorized edition. The images are printed recto
only [Gill: 17]
c. Engravings, 1928-1933. With a preface by the
engraver. Faber & Faber Ltd. London. 1934. Printed by
Hague & Gill at High Wycombe. 4to., green cloth over
boards; title in gilt on spine. Two pages slightly torn at
the fore-edge. [Gill: 27]
A handsome set in very good condition. In new
matching leather-trimmed slipcases. [124240]
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23. 	(Gogmagog Press) Cox, Morris. 14 TRIADS. London: Gogmagog Press,
1967, tall 12mo., Japanese Hana-asa paper-covered boards, paper spine label.
28 traditional French-fold leaves.
$ 350.00
Printed in an edition limited to 100 numbered copies, of which 40 were bound in
Japanese Hana-asa paper and distributed to the Society of Private Printers. (Chambers,
Franklin, & Tucker no.18.) Text printed on dampened Japanese Hoso-shi paper. The
illustrations - black-on-blue prints - are printed on blue Mingei paper. Publisher’s
prospectus loosely inserted. A beautiful and delicate book. [49124]

24. 	(Gregynog Press) Bridges, Robert.
EROS AND PSYCHE. A POEM IN XII
MEASURES. N.P.: Gregynog Press, 1935,
4to., original cream pigskin blocked gold
with a circular flower and butterfly device
in gold on front cover, with top edge gilt.
(viii), 141, (3) pages.
$ 1,500.00
Printed in an edition limited to 300
copies, this being one of the 285 copies
bound in pigskin. (Harrop 33). A poem
by Robert Bridges which was printed
in red and black with initials in green
on Batchelor’s Gregynog hand-made
paper. It is beautifully illustrated with
24 wood engravings, engraved from
the designs of Edward Burne-Jones’
drawings. These were prepared for engraving by Dorothy Hawksley, five of
which were cut by Haberly, and the others by R. John Beedham. The green
wood-engraved initials are by Graily Hewitt. This is the only book produced in
the new Gregynog type at the Press. Well-preserved copy. [60555]

25. 	Guthrie, James. A SECOND BOOK OF DRAWINGS. Edinburgh,
Scotland: T.N. Foulis, 1908, small 4to., gray paper covered boards with
paper cover label with illustration on front. (ii) pages of text followed by
29 leaves.
$ 395.00
First edition (Elfick and Harris 118). With the introduction by Edward Thomas.
Frontispiece, title-page and each drawing by Guthrie tipped-in. James Guthrie
(1874-1952), a handpress enthusiast, founded the Pear Tree Press in Kent in
1899 with the sole intention of printing his own drawings. He was not bound
by typographic orthodoxies and developed his own personal style, in an art
nouveau manner of flowing, coiling patterns of trees, clouds and water. This book
illustrates his magazine cover designs, bookplates, drawings and book illustrations.
Uncommon title. Minor shelf wear at edges, else very good. [124332]
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26. 	(High Tide Press) A HOME FOR HOMINSTRUCTS. New York:
High Tide Press, 1996, folio, tan cloth portfolio box with magnetized
covers that open in the middle; the two front boards each have two
recesses with a matching wood veneer and two flat knobs, giving
the effect of a cupboard with opening front doors. Boxing made by
James DeMarcantonio.
$ 2,000.00
Limited to 15 numbered copies, signed by John Ross. From colophon: “The
collagraph plates for this project show the metamorphosis of structures
into people, or hominstructs, with a text from early Russian Constructivist
architects. The whole opens to form a marvelous, vibrant structure of a
house. Text by Russian Constructivist authors Lazar Lissitsky, Ilya Golosov,
Alexander Nikolsky,
Nikolai Ladovsky,
Alexander Vesnin,
Moisei Ginzburg”. The
book is a cut paper
accordion that folds
into a 3-D house. Plates
made in Venice in
1994 and printed on
an etching press in the
High Tide print shop in 1995 and 1996. Text printed from Linotype
Helvetica on a Vandercook proofing press, with display letters from
wood type; printed on Coventry paper.
“A fine art publishing venture established by John Ross and Clare
Romano in 1991 has produced nineteen volumes of artist’s books
by John Ross.” - company website.
Ross writes: A Home for
Hominstructs is based
on the same principles
of transformation and
regeneration, [as in An
Architectural Bestiary] with a
title page and text influenced
by Russian Constructivist
architects of the 1920s and
1930s. It is my hope to be able
to develop some sculpture
from these images.” [124141]
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27. 	(High Tide Press) AN ARCHITECTURAL BESTIARY. Prints by
John Ross. (New York): High Tide Press, (1993), 4to., signatures
and prints loosely inserted in leopard print orange and black faux
fur fabric covered clam-shell box. Unpaginated.
$ 4,000.00
This is one of 3 very special copies with color images in an edition
of 25 signed copies. Text translated by Lloyd Jonnes. 11 structures
metamorphosing into animals by John Ross. Collagraph images each on a
30 x 15 inches spread in a portfolio. Greek text in red, English text in black.
Designed and printed by John Ross, with the assistance of Tim Ross and
Ann Marie Farinacci on Stonehenge white. English text set in Primer and
Greek text set by Cosmos Printing. Both texts are printed on a Vandercook
proofing press. Headline and display type are from the High Tide collection
and printed by John Ross. Binding by James Dimarcantonio.
From the Introduction by Jonnes: “Certain of the animals perceived in
the various structures here portrayed by the artist found themselves with
their foibles discussed by classical authors. Some ten excerpts in Greek and
in English translation from texts of two authors appear here. The first of
these authors, if he existed, Physiologos (3rd -4th C. A.D.), used animals
(and plant and minerals) in very simple parables for teaching the lessons of
Christianity. The second, Claudius Aelianus (2nd C. A.D.), may have been
seeking both to understand the animal kingdom and to entertain.” The final
excerpt comes not from a classical work, but as a giraffe was needed, from
Denis Diderot, the French encyclopediest.
John Ross writes: “The collagraph (a print pulled from a
collage plate of cardboard, paper, sand, fabric, and found
objects) is a particularly favored technique of mine and most
of my images are created by this method..I do not bind my
books, but use several binders whose work I have come to
respect for their craftsmanship and ability. I have clear ideas
as to what form these bindings should take to complement
my own work. I am also convinced that text and image
should reinforce and relate to each other: simple concept, but
difficult achievement.”
Ross states: “My interest in metamorphosis shows itself in
these books where animals or people turn into buildings or
structures (or vice versa). I have been drawing such ideas
for twenty years and have been able to convert some [of] the
sketches into books. The Bestiary was inspired by the sight
of structures which evoked other beings. Most of the images
were made in Venice, Italy, in the summer of 1992.” [124109]
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28. 	(High Tide Press) VENICE SAVED FROM THE SEA. Prints by John Ross. Text by various authors. (New
York): High Tide Press, (1995), 4to., turquoise cloth boards with a wave pattern, lined in blue slubbed silk,
matching silk slipcase with recessed paper title label. Unpaginated.
$ 2,000.00
Limited to only 15 numbered copies and signed by
Ross. Conceived, designed, illustrated and printed
by John Ross in the High Tide Press workshop on
Rives BFK; set in Janson and printed on a Vandercook
proofing press. Printed Accordion fold. Collagraph
images of Venice with two three-page fold outs. When
open the pages can be unfolded to show a pull-out soft
ground etching of very large proportion with hand
coloring. Prints done on a Brand etching press.
Text by Ralph Waldo Emerson, 1833; Fynes Moryson,
1617; Charles Dickens, 1846; George Eliot, 1860; Percy
Bysshe Shelley, 1818; Canon Pietro Casola, 1494;
Philippe De Commynes, 1495; George Sand, 1854; Lord
Byron, 1818; and William Beckford, 1780.
Ross comments: “My wartime experiences in Italy
lasted over a year without giving me the pleasures of a
trip to Venice. It wasnt until 1949, during a nine month stay in Europe, that we first visited Venice. However, in the past 14
years, my wife (Clare Romano) and I have spent two months every summer living and working in Venice, absorbing the
sights and feeling of this venerable city. Its architectural flamboyancies have impressed thousands of artists and writers
through the years and I have joined this group. I have produced 4 books on Venice and may do more.”
A wonderful book, with a dramatic surprise of the fold-out etching. [124155]

29. 	(Holiseventh Press) White, Patrick E. EURYDICE UNBOUND. Lawrence, KS: Holiseventh Press, (1988),
oblong 4to., Accordian fold in clamshell box. Unpaginated.
$ 1,200.00
Limited to 30 copies, including 5 A.P.s not for sale. Edition numbered through 25. Signed by White and Talleur. Relief
prints by John Talleur (1925-2001) on Hosho, backed by Kochi. Binding & boxing by Louise Reynolds. Set by hand in
Centaur & Arrighi and printed on a Washington Hoe press by John Talleur with Mark Ritchie, John Coleman and Shawn
Henning at the Holiseventh Press. Explanatory prologue mounted on inside front cover of slipcase. [124424]
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30. 	Humair, Daniel and Bertrand Dorny.
PULSATIONS. INTERVENTIONS
BY DANIEL HUMAIR. EAUXFORTES BY BERTRAND DORNY.
Paris: n.p., 1979, square 8vo., white
card wrappers with pages loosely
inserted, laid loose in a charcoal
card cover with title in white
spine, yellow cloth slipcase. 10 leaves.

on

$ 450.00
Limited to 54 numbered copies of which 50 copies were for sale, signed by Humair and Dorny. Three black and white
etchings by Dorny, interspersed with 5 pages of drawings of musical symbols on architectural vellum, followed by a leaf
giving explanations of the symbols. A sophisticated and successful book with a musical connotation. The etchings convey
the feeling of a keyboard. Bertrand Dorny is an internationally known book artist and print maker. [124331]

31. 	(Incline Press) Trant, Carolyn. ART FOR LIFE: THE STORY OF
PEGGY ANGUS. 2 volumes. Oldham: Incline Press, 2005, folio,
cloth, patterned paper-covered boards, portfolio, slipcase. (iv), 242,
(2) pages.
$ 650.00
Limited to an edition of 350 copies designed and letterpress printed by
Graham Moss and Kathy Whalen on bespoke Magnani paper. The author
was one of Peggy Angus’ students. “The title of our book, Art for Life, is taken
from a prospectus she prepared advertising her Community Art School at
the Camden Studio Workshops in the 1970s and sums up Peggy’s belief that
art was as much about birthday cakes and bonfire celebrations as it was about
museums. As those who knew her will appreciate, Peggy’s output is much too
large to be contained between the covers of a simple book.

The pages are filled with photos,
reproductions and prints. The book
needs to be specially housed. In
consultation with Stephen Conway, a
slip case has been devised to hold the
book and a specially-designed portfolio.
This will contain four facsimile
sketchbooks and a CD of Peggy taken
from the tapes Carolyn made while
working on the book with her. On the
CD are a few of her stories of life in the
1940s, opening [with], of course, Peggy
singing Raggle Taggle Gypsy O.” ( from
the Incline Press website) Altogether
a wonderful production celebrating a
remarkable woman. [91037]
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32. 	(Inky Parrot Press) Fothergill, John. AN INNKEEPER’S DIARY, BEING
THE SPREAD EAGLE SECTION OF ‘MY THREE INNS. Illustrated by
Annie Newnham. Introduction by Hilary Rubinstein. (Oxford, England):
Inky Parrot Press, 1987, 4to., quarter green morocco and green paper
covered boards; title in gilt on spine, top edge gilt, illustrated endpapers, all
handcolored, matching slipcase. 119+(1) pages.

$ 650.00

One of 35 numbered special copies printed on mould-made paper and handcolored
out of a total edition of 335 copies. With an original watercolor by Annie Newnham
laid-in as called for in this special edition. Designed by Dennis Hall. Set on
Monotype Lasercomp at the Oxford University Computing Service in 16pt
Garamond. Art work printed litho by the Didcot Press; handcolored by Annie
Newnham. Very scarce. [124189]

33. 	(Janus Press) Johanknecht, Susan. WASTE INCANT. WORDS AND
IMAGES BY SUSAN JOHANKNECHT. Newark, VT: Janus Press, 2007,
oblong small 8vo., bound with woven strips of silver colored paper and
encased in the same vinyl. Loose vinyl protective cover. Clear acrylic
slipcase. 12 leaves.

$ 300.00

Limited to 150 numbered copies. Printed on Barcham Green Cambers and and Cairo
from Hayle Mill in England. Each leaf interspersed with textured sheets of flexible
vinyl and illusion polycarbonate. Susan Johanknecht’s Waste Incant was created in
response to the storage of nuclear waste in plastic. It was released twenty years after
Hermetic Waste, which she published at her Gefn Press after the 1986 Chernobyl disaster. [124208]

34. 	(Janus Press) Schumann, Peter. TATATA, 24 CORDELLS. TWENTY-FOUR CHAPBOOKS DRAWN
AND WRITTEN BY PETER SCHUMANN. Newark, VT: Janus Press, 2011, small 4to., 8 booklets laid in
colored paper pockets against each of the three colored sides of a strong navy bookcloth folder with title
on top side and colophon details on the inside. Light tan bristol slipcase with printed spine label. Stiff
illustrated paper wrappers, 8 pages each for the 24 booklets.
$ 350.00

Limited to 120 numbered copies, signed by Peter Schumann. The charcoal and ink
drawings were scanned by Ellen Dorn Levit and printed using a Xerox Docucolor
700 with Judi Bourque at Silver Mountain Graphics, Vermont, on Mohawk Superfine
eggshell white 100 lb text. The crayon cover drawings were scanned in New
Hampshire and printed using an Epson Stylus NX515 on Mohawk Via cream linen
65lb cover by Andrew Miller-Brown who also did the letterpress printing. Chapbooks
sewn in different color thread. Display pocket panels are Fabriano Miliani Ingress.
“Done in the spirit of the Latin American street-market cordells (books-on-a-string
and sometimes in trays). These booklets are a group Schumann drew for Christmas
2009 in the spirit and tradition of Hispanic cordells. These are chapbooks made from
one sheet of paper folded into eight pages plus a cover. They are hawked by poets
in Latin American marketplaces strung up pinned on lines like laundry or arrayed
on trays similar to those that were carried by cigarette girls. They traditionally cover a variety of subjects as do Peter’s;
political, tales, ruminations, admonitions, kids’ stories and even the weather.” - Van Vliet. [124430]
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35. 	Lefeuvre, Marie-Anne (alias margot). BAZARERIES. (Paris):
Lefeuvre, 1991, square small 4to., four signatures loose in
cover, folded white card covers decorated with relief title and
illustrations on front cover and turn-ins.
$ 450.00
Limited to 45 numbered copies written and illustrated by Lefeuvre. Black
handwritten text used decoratively throughout. Illustrations in relief, relief
stamp with color, pochoir and various other techniques in color. Printed
at l’ecole Estienne. A charming and humorous look at a variety of topics.
[124423]

36. 	Lemant, Albert. BEBETES. N.P.: (Albert Lemant, 1991), 4to., stiff
paper portfolio with sheets loosely inserted, wooden slipcase with
color image mounted on front. 8 leaves.
$ 450.00
Limited to 50 numbered copies signed by Lemant. Title page and colophon
page hand-lettered. Portfolio containing six engravings of animals, printed
in brown, black, red, and yellow, each numbered 24/50 signed by Lemant in
pencil. Engraved and printed at the Atelier á Bulan in the Pyrenées. Lemant
(1953- ) is noted for his graphic work for children and visual art work.
[124431]

37. 	(Marbling) Heyeck, Robin. MARBLING AT THE HEYECK
PRESS. Woodside, Ca.: Heyeck Press, 1986, 4to., quarter morocco
with marbled paper-covered sides, slipcase. 65, (3) pages.
$ 850.00
Limited to 150 numbered copies
signed by the author. A descriptive
bibliography of marbling projects
by the press with samples of each
of the 15 items described. Also has
five chapters on the many variables
which determine success in Turkish
marbling with some samples and
a chapter on problems and cures
with seven samples, six of which
demonstrate a specific marbling
flaw and text on how to correct the
problem. Printed on dampened
handmade paper and having a total
of 28 samples. Loosely inserted is a bill for this copy made out to the collector
Pat England with a lengthy note by Robin Heyeck written on it. Also present is a
Christmas card from Heyeck to England. [124199]
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38. 	McGillivray, Nora Lee. MOON. (Shoreview, MN): Nora Lee
McGillivray, 1992, 2000, small 4to., Unsupported, exposed spine, wireedge binding, woven with silver thread. Cotton/linen cloth covered
conservation board.
$ 650.00
Limited to 10 numbered and initialed copies. Original text in XPSchooner, handtraced and screenprinted in grey, on black Arches cover. All text relating to the
moon. Semi-circular pages with endpages of a painted night sky scene. All images
of the moon are hand painted. Circle in relief on front and back covers; silver
painted paper crescent inset on front
board. Front doublure shows phases of the
moon in gray, doubling as contents page.
Title in silver paint.
“Waxing then waning, the bright light of
the moon turns through her phases, while
the text wanes and waxes on the dark
side.” - McGillivray.
McGillivrays book, Moon, shows her
abiding interest in the physical universe.
The tactile paintings of the moon at
various phases in its cycle are highly
effective. [124142]

39. 	(Morrison, Lois) LEAH. N.P. (but Leonia, NJ): Lois Morrison,
1995, square small 4to., green canvas covers, grey dyed canvas
pages. Spine bound with brown thorns, turquoise stitching
and black fabric to hold the stitching in place across the
spine, green cloth clamshell box lined with brown striped
handmade paper. All in an outer protective tan cloth bag. (i),
15+(1) pages.

$ 2,000.00

Unique Artists’ fabric book by Lois Morrison. Doublepage stitched
color outline illustrations and black stitched text embroidered on a soft
gray fabric. Title on front
embroidered on light
brown cloth.
A sensitive treatment
of Morrison’s moving
interpretation of an
extract from the Old
Testament. Morrison has produced many of these interesting fabric artists’
books during her career and is represented in museums around the world.
Lafayette College stated that “Morrison, who lives and works in New Jersey,
creates books that are imaginative, contemplative, whimsical, and often
touching” when given an impressive collection of 15 of her works. [124148]
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40. 	(Morrison, Lois) Owen, Wilfred. THE END. Illustrations and design by Lois Morrison. N.P. (but Leonia,
NJ): (Lois Morrison, 1999), square small 4to., stitched collage fabric book, plum cloth clamshell box, further
protected by a brown cloth bag. 10 leaves.
$ 2,000.00
The only one for sale of 2 copies. Signed by Lois Morrison. Various colored stitching and collage against a pale green seethrough fabric. Text printed on thin strips of cloth and stitched on by hand. Binding technique of 4 strips of cloth tied to a
brown wood spine with rounded ends. These strips contain the text and to continue to the edge of the pages.
Wilfred Owen was one of Britains brilliant young World War I poets. He died in the last week of that war. The moving
poetry of Wilfred Owen is well complemented by Morrison’s sensitive handling of the illustrations which amplifies the
reader/viewers emotional response to the work.
Morrison has produced many of these interesting fabric artists’ books during her career and is represented in museums
around the world. Lafayette College stated that “Morrison, who lives and works in New Jersey, creates books that are
imaginative, contemplative, whimsical, and often touching” when given an impressive collection of 15 of her works. [124147]

41. 	(National Museum of Women in the Arts) Going, Jo.
WILD CRANES. (Washington, DC: National Museum of
Women in the Arts, 1997), 4to., Green cloth painted with
blue, gold, and silver with a cut-out in both front and back
which show a feather, plus a string of beads in the front board.
(16) pages.
$ 450.00
Limited to 125 numbered copies signed by Jo Going. An Artists; book
by Jo Going. Double-sided, accordion fold. Brightly colored prints
of paintings, drawings, and poems by Jo Going. Total book design,
production and bookbinding by Jo Going with Linde Kienle. Cut-outs,
onlays of feathers, cloth and thick paint. Each fore-edge is joined by a
colored cloth which contains a colored pick-up-stick.
“In 1997, Jo Going, an artist from Alaska, won the Library Fellows
competition with her proposal for this book of poetry and art. Wild
Cranes celebrates the royal birds of the unbound wilderness known for their loud trumpeting call and longevity. The
work ponders the majesty of the Alaskan landscape and contemplates the relationship between humans and the land that
inspires spiritual renewal. “ - NMWA website. [124429]
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42. 	(National Museum of Women in the Arts) Robinson,
Philomena. COMPLETING THE CIRCLE. (Washington, DC:
The Library Fellows of the National Museum of Women in the
Arts, 1996), oblong small 8vo., handmade paper binding with
titled wrappers, loosely inserted in a green cloth covered folding
portfolio. Unpaginaged.
$ 395.00
Limited to 125 numbered copies signed by the artist, an artists’ book
by Philomena Robinson. Printed and assembled at the Center for Book & Paper Arts, Columbia College, Chicago by
Philomena Robinson and Von Mock, on Lanaquarelle 90lb hotpress. Quotes were typeset in Helvetica, the prose in Times
Roman and the poetry in Bodoni bold. Handmade paper of cotton and abaca was created by Marilyn Sward, Pincroft
Studio. Photographs, handpainted water color symbols, embossed copper and paper-cut designs by Philomena Robinson.
“Text by the artist, and poetry by W.B. Yeats, Rainer Maria Rilke, Lewis Carroll, Jerome Foster, and others. A newcomer
[at that time] to artists’ books, Philomena Robinson, created this fine free-standing circular book-sculpture. The text,
embellished with watercolor symbols, photographs, papercut and copper embossed designs, is based on an intimate
narrative constructed around incidents and memories from her own life.” - NMWA website. [124207]

43. 	(NdA Press) d’Arbeloff, Natalie. LOVE. (London: NdA Press, 1992), oblong 16mo., concertina binding by
Jan Ascoli with cover papers by NdA over boards, title on front cover, red slipcase with title in black on
spine. 16 leaves.
$ 700.00
Limited to 16 numbered copies, plus 2 Artists Proofs.Text and illustrations by Natalie dArbeloff. 34 color etchings, with
aquatint, printed intaglio and relief on Zerkall. Printed by Steve Jordan. [124178]
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44. 	(NdA Press) d’Arbeloff, Natalie. PATER NOSTER.
(London: NdA Press, 1988), small 4to., cloth binding
painted with abstract design, inserted in handpainted
oil cloth with red felt, see-through muslin bag.
Unpaginated.
$ 2,500.00
No. 3 of in an edition of 5 similar but not identical copies
signed by Natalie d’Arbeloff, an Artists’ book. Printed on
Fabriano Satinana paper. Blind engraved text on different
sized and color papers. The title-page Pater Noster is the
smallest of succerssively larger pages; each page has edges of
hand coloring. The book is glued to the back cover which has
a painted and decorated wood strip on the side. The title is
embroidered in red on a yellow and blue felt strip edged in the
same stitching; two press-studs close the book. The inside front
cover has a brightly colored collage of paper, felt and painted decorations
against a blue cloth background. The book is laid in hand-painted oilcloth
with red felt inside on which to place the book. The oilcloth is trimmed with
red and yellow cord. This is held closed with red and blue cords. The whole
is contained in a see-through muslin bag trimmed with turquoise stitching;
metallic muslin top part of bag closes with 2 studs which are hidden
between blue and red felt.
Handwritten instructions by the artist for opening, reading, displaying and
handling the work are included on a piece of handmade paper with the book.
The book can be opened to display as a stepped pyramid, as well as opened
in an inverted V form for longer display. Astunning artists book, visually
dynamic and with a meaningful and important text. Fine. [124138]

45. 	Nix, Nelleke. ZONES OF TIME, SAND AND RAIN.
Washington, DC: The Library Fellows of the National Museum
of Women in the Arts, 2000, small 4to., boards made of Specialty
plywood with open sewn spine; sepia photograph on front board.
3-D viewer included inside back cover. Red cloth dropback box
with cut-out rectangle allowing the viewer to see the image on the
front board. About 54 pages.
$ 300.00
Limited to 125 numbered copies, signed by Nelleke Nix. An Artists
book by Nelleke Nix (the text and original art) and Phyllis Uitti-Masline
(photography). Pages of different sizes and papers, most of Fabriano Pescia
archival, with endpapers of Dephne Natural. Text and photographs printed
at Nelleke Nix Studio Press, Seattle, Washington. Title page, blockprints, and
linocuts done at Sideral Press, Seattle, Washington.
“In Zones of Time, Sand and Rain, Nelleke Nix portrays the flora and fauna
of Costa Rica in a colorful compilation. Handwritten in the ancient lettering of the Middle Ages, with pages of text
and prints layered to suggest the fallen leaves on the forest floor, the book contains several stories and anecdotes about
conservation efforts. Also included is a digital print of a Leatherback turtle laying her eggs, with the tale of a team of
ecologists helping the injured turtle dig her nest.” - NMWA website. [124200]
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46. 	(O’Connor, John) Kilvert, Francis. A VIEW OF KILVERT. PASSAGES
FROM THE DIARY OF REVEREND FRANCIS KILVERT.
SELECTED AND ILLUSTRATED IN COLOR BY JOHN O’CONNOR.
INTRODUCED BY JOHN RYDER. Glasgow: Foulis Archive Press, 1979,
4to., brown cloth stamped in gilt, dust jacket. Unpaginated.
$ 350.00
Limited to 50 numbered copies and signed by the artist. Printed in Monotype
Baskerville on Strathmore Grandee paper. Ten full-page colored illustrations in line
and color wash and reproduced by lithography.
Published to mark the occasion of the Kilvert Centenary, September 1979, this
subscription edition of A View of Kilvert comprises thirteen folios including ten
selected passages from The Diary. Jacket torn with small piece missing along edge.
[124137]

47. 	(Officina Bodoni) Barduzzi, Bernardino. A LETTER IN PRAISE OF
VERONA (1489). In the original Latin text with an English translation by
Betty Radice. Verona: Officina Bodoni, 1974, tall 8vo., quarter vellum with
blue Roma paper sides with woodcut pattern in white, top edge gilt, slipcase.
55, (3) pages.
$ 500.00
Limited to 150 numbered copies. (Schmoller 190). Printed on Pescia mould-made paper
by Giovanni Mardersteig at the Officina Bodoni in yellow, red and black. Postscript
by Giovanni Mardersteig translated into English by Hans Schmoller. Reprint and
translation of one of the rarest of Italian incunabula, Barduzzi’s letter to Giovanni Nesi,
printed in 1489 by Paulus Fridenperger, Verona’s last 15th century printer. This version
contains the little known decorations added by Felice Feliciano which were used for
the first reprint of the 1489 edition. Feliciano was, according to Mardersteig, one of the
most important Italian calligraphers of his day. A number of examples of his work are reproduced here along with a short
biographical sketch by Mardersteig. [24214]

48. 	(Pacific Editions) Hobson, Charles. DANCING WITH AMELIA:
AMELIA EARHART’S SIX YEARS OF MARRIAGE WITH
GEORGE PALMER PUTNAM; IMAGES AND FICTIONS BY
CHARLES HOBSON. San Francisco: Pacific Editions, 2000, small
8vo., laser cut 8-ply cover over blue cloth, gray cloth-covered chemise,
with gray ribbon ties. 38 pages.
$ 1,750.00
Limited to 38 numbered copies signed by Charles Hobson. Images & Fictions
by Charles Hobson. Accordion fold. Six pastel/monotypes printed as twelve
IRIS images. Laser cut 8-ply cover. The accordion design is printed both front
and back and the pages have been die cut in the stylized shape of a twin-engine
Lockheed Electra, the plane Amelia flew on her last flight. Cover constructed of
laser cut boards printed with cutout images of contrasting clouds.
Hobson writes: What makes this book resonate with viewers is to accordion
it out and explain how the airplane obscured the view biographers had of the
relationship between Amelia and George. [61600]
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49. 	(Pear Tree Press) THE ELF, A MAGAZINE OF
DRAWINGS AND WRITINGS BY JAMES
GUTHRIE. Harting, Petersfield, Hampshire: The Pear
Tree Press, 1905 (but actually 1912), 4to., original clothbacked boards. (vi), 82 pages with 21 separate plates of
illustrations.
$ 650.00
No limitation but prospectus states 80 copies only were printed
and explains why it came out in 1912 (Xerox of prospectus
loosely inserted). Not cited in any of the standard bibliographies.
Guthrie has described this edition as follows “Originally begun
as a quarterly, and interupted by many causes. The author now
offers more than the equivalent of Six parts in one volume at one
Guinea.” James J. Guthrie (1874-1952), was born in Scotland but
moved to London as a child. He founded the Pear Tree Press in
1899 when living at Pear Tree Cottage in Ingrave, Essex, England.
He moved several times before settling at Flansham, near Bognor
Regis, Sussex in 1907. He was an artist, typographer, and printer
with a particular interest in intaglio printing. Many of his titles
stressed wood engraving and book plate design. Pagination agrees
with that of copies described in WorldCat with the exception that
this copy has 21 separate plates (other than frontispiece and title page) rather than the 20 in the WorldCat description.
Very minor wear at head of spine and rubbing to covers. Ink ownership inscription on front free endpaper. [124187]

50. 	(Pear Tree Press) Gregory, Brian. IN WINTER
VINEYARDS, POEMS BY BRIAN GREGORY. Auckland,
New Zealand: (Pear Tree Press), 1999, 4to., black cloth
spine with red cloth covered boards, paper cover label.
Unpaginated.
$ 575.00
Limited to 50 numbered copies, signed by Brian Gregory, Richard
McWhannell, and Tara McLeod. Seventeen poems by Gregory
illustrated with woodcuts by Richard McWhannell. Designed and
letterpress printed by Tara McLeod on Lana Royal mouldmade paper
with 6 tipped-in woodcut images printed from the wood blocks.
“In the production of a book of his poems, a poet is fortunate if he can
work with an illustrator who is also an accomplished painter, and a
printer who is an artist. This has been my experience in collaborating
with Richard McWhannell and Tara McLeod in the publication of
In Winter Vineyards. I’ve always been intrigued by books in which
texts are accompanied by illustrations. An image originally in the
mind of the writer is given new life by the hand of the artist. An extra
dimension is added to the experience of reading.” - Brian Gregory.
[124140]
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51. 	(Pear Tree Press) Guthrie, Stuart (editor). A LITTLE
ANTHOLOGY OF HITHERTO UNCOLLECTED POEMS.
(Bognor, England: The Pear Tree Press, n.d., but 1922, 8vo., quarter
cloth, paper-covered boards, label on front cover. (xii), 23+(1) pages.
$ 265.00
Limited to 80 numbered copies.
Mentioned in “The Living Age”
315:4095 (December 30, 1922).
Table of contents, introductory
comments by the editor. Poetry by
V. Locke-Ellis, Eleanor Farjeon,
James Guthrie, Reginald Hall
Ward, M.M. Johnstone, Lewis
Townsend, and Stuart Guthrie.
Frontispiece. Hand-printed on
Antiwue Laid paper. Foxing of
endpapers. [124167]

52. 	(Permutation Press) Small, Eve. THE SEMIOTICS OF COLOR PART II. (Morgantown, WV: The Permutation Press, 1987), small
4to., cloth with inset black cover label. (28) pages.
$ 450.00
Limited to 18 numbered copies. Entered into the AIGA Book Shop for 1987
and shown on their web site. The artist uses an interesting combination of
cutouts on each page exposing different combinations of color paper. The text
is all about color. The University of Delaware holds correspondence between
Clifford Harvey, proprietor of the Pemutation Press and Ben Lieberman.
Harvey (1997-2013) was Professor Emeritus of Art at West Virginia University
and set up their Graphic Design program. [124350]
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53. 	(Press at Colorado College) THE CYCLE OF THE DAY, A BOOK OF
HOURS. N.P.: The Press at Colorado College, 1991, oblong 4to., 8 loose
signature and a colophon section folded in three and loosely inserted
in a clamshell box. Unpaginated.
$ 1,500.00
Limited to 50 numbered copies.Illustrations, designs and diagrams. Color
plates printed letterpress, a few hand-done inclusions and hot-stamped foil. Bird
drawings are from photographs, altered by James Trissel. This contemporary
Book of Hours was influenced by the Rule of St. Benedict and other Books of
Hours printed from 1460-1800. The materials chosen for this Book are those of
the designer and printer tempered with advice from friends.
Each Book of Hours is an invention; no two are alike. The opening diagrams and schemes are obvious references to the
daily cycle. The emphasis upon the Psalms is traditional and meant to be ecumenical, “The color printing of the central
panel of each section is entirely consistent with elements found in manuscript paintings of the hours.” - Colophon.
This great production by the
late James Trissel is a tour de
force, with both printing and
illustrations of fine quality.
Slight bump to top righthand corner of box, else fine.
[124119]
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54. 	(Press at Colorado College) THE LIZARD’S QUESTION.
On the occasion of the 7th birthday of His Royal Highness
The Duke of Edinburgh and in recognition of his
inspiration for faith and the arts to work together for nature
conservation... Foreword by Ted Hughes, Poet Laureate. N.P.:
The Press at Colorado College, 1996, 4to., green cloth, green
paper slipcase. With original cardboard mailing envelope
that was used to mail the
book after it had been signed.
Unpaginated.
$ 1,500.00
Limited to 51 numbered copies;
this copy is signed by Philip,
His Royal Highness The Duke
of Edinburgh on the title
page. Published through the
generosity of Leonidas and
Alexander Goulandris. Designed
and printed by James Trissel
with the assitance of Brian Molanphy and Brendan Keenan. Drawings by Trissel.
Printed on Johannot paper in Spectrum. The text is an ancient fable of Moses and
God discussing the balance of nature. [124126]

55. 	(Press on Scroll Road) SOME RULES OF THE GAME.
ESSAYS ON GARDEN DESIGN BY SIR FRANCIS
BACON, HENRY MITCHELL AND ROGER SWAIN.
(Cacrrollton, OH): Press on Scroll Road, n.d. (circa 2004),
4to., green cloth, paper
title label on spine
(bound by Priscilla
Spitler). (viii), 34, (6)
pages.
$ 350.00
Limited to 54 numbered
copies. Printed from
handset Cloister Lightface
type in two colors on
dampened Twinrocker
handmade paper in
an iron handpress.
Small green engraving
by Abigail Rorer. A
beautifully printed book
Four page prospectus loosely inserted. [124175]
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56. (Raft Press) Ionesco, Eugene. DOUBLE ACT. With wood
engravings by Tanya Myshkin. (Canbera, Australia): Raft Press,
1992, small 4to., gray handmade
thick paper folded case with
paper cover label, exposed cordbinding, green cloth slipcase
with paper spine label. (36)
heavy leaves, some with printed
text, some blank and 4 with
illustrations.
$ 500.00
Limited to only six numbered
copies. Text of the play from
Eugene Ionesco, Plays, Vol. XI,
translated by Donald Watson &
Clifford Williams for publisher John Calder. Ltd. This is Myshkin’s (1961-) first
Artists’ book. She continues her work as a print maker. [124352]
on e of 110 specia l s

57. 	(Rampant Lion Press) Thomas, R.S. THE MOUNTAINS. Illustrated
with ten drawings by John Piper, engraved on the wood by Reynolds
Stone, with a descriptive note by John Piper. New York: Chilmark
Press, (1968), 4to, quarter dark blue morocco, gilt-stamped spine over
cloth-covered boards illustrated with a wood engraving, top edge gilt,
slipcase. (ii), 42, (6) pages.
$ 2,500.00
One of 110 special copies in a total edition of 350, signed by the author, artist and
engraver, with an extra set of the 10 engravings on Japanese Hosho paper tipped
in and bound thus. (Carter,The Rampant Lions Press: 74). Handset in 18pt Zapf
Palatino on mould made paper from Wookey Hole Mill.
The third book of the Chilmark Press’
Clover Hill Editions. Just after the
second world war, John Piper and
Reynolds Stone, both enthusiasts of
nineteenth-century topographical guide-books, decided to produce a modern
equivalent, to illustrate the mountains of Snowdonia. They used woodengraving both as a reproductive process, so that the pictures could be printed
together with the text, and as creative interpretations of the drawings, which
in several cases Piper did directly on the blocks. We were eager to print these
magnificent engravings, and as the Carters and the Stones are close cousins,
negotiations were simplified. Douglas Cleverdon persuaded the Welsh poet
R.S. Thomas to write some rich poetic prose to accompany them. This Special
copy of a fine book is a collaboration of three great talents, Thomas (poet),
Piper (artist) and Stone (engraver and calligrapher), designed and printed by
two of Englands finest printers, Will and Sebastian Carter. Prospectus loosely
inserted. Very scarce. [124154]
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58. 	(Rampant Lions Press) Jones, David. AN INTRODUCTION
TO THE RIME OF THE ANCIENT MARINER. London:
Clover Hill Editions, 1972, 4to., quarter vellum and green cloth
covered boards; title in gilt on
spine, top edge gilt, slipcase of
green and blue marbled paper.
(ii), 40 pages.
$ 350.00
One of 115 numbered special
copies signed and dated by
David Jones in an edition of 330.
Designed and printed by Will and
Sebastian Carter at the Rampant
Lions Press. Set in Monotype
Ehrhardt, printed on paper
handmade by W. S. Hodgkinson.
Slipcase edges slightly worn, else
fine. [124204]

59. 	Rindl, Deb. REQUIEM FOR MY SISTER. (London): Deb Rindl,
1997), small 4to., black stiff paper wrappers with four metal screws
and nuts, cameo cut-out exposing part of the title on front cover,
housed in a box. 33 leaves.
$ 350.00
Limited to 40 numbered and initialed copies. Rindl. Rindl started making
Artists’ Books in 1992 and has worked in library and museum collections
around the world. She likes to use cut-outs and paste-ins to create three
dimensional works. [124196]
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60. 	(Rocket Press) Brough, Robert. THE VACANT FRAME
Illustrated with Linocuts by John R. Smith. Stevenson: The
Rocket Press, 1983, loose leaves inserted in a cloth folder.
Inserted in a wooden case in the shape of a compositor’s case
with four compartments, one holding the book, two holding
metal types and a fourth holding a miniature cloth bound book
called Walker’s Book.
$ 450.00
Limited to 80 numbered copies. This poem was first printed in Tips for Typos,
1890, by Robert Brough, a Glasgow compositor. [2500]

61. 	(Rocket Press) Durrell,
Lawrence. HENRI
MICHAUX: THE
POET OF SUPREME
SOLIPSISM.(Birmingham,
England): Delos Press,
1990, small 4to., full light
blue goatskin; marbled
endpapers; title in gilt on
inlaid black leather label
on front cover; title in gilt
on spine, marbled slipcase
with green cloth trim. 13,
(3) pages.
$ 300.00
One of 26 lettered deluxe copies out of an edition 226 copies; signed by
Durrell. Printed by Jonathan Stephenson at The Rocket Press, Oxford, on
Zerkall mouldmade paper. Tipped in frontispiece illustration by Michaux
from his sequence Mouvements. Spine slightly faded, else fine. [124156]
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62. 	(Simplimente Maria Press) Heebner, Mary. WESTERN
TRILOGY. THE DESERT. THE PRAIRIE. THE OCEAN.
3 volumes. Santa Barbara, CA: Simplemente Maria Press),
2000, small 8vo., cloth with paper covered boards, slipcase.
Unpaginated.
$ 2,750.00
Limited to only
numbered 20 sets,
15 for sale. Artists
book by Mary
Heebner. Original
watercolor paintings
and text by Heebner
on Sekishu Natural
paper. Accordion
fold. 5.75? x 5.25?.
Typeset digitally in Bembo & Trajan and printed letterpress from
polymer plates by John Balkwill of Lumino Press. Paloma Cain
assisted in layout and production. Paintings and text are tipped
on accordion-folded white Tiepolo paper. USGS topographical
maps of Nebraska, the Mojave Desert and bathymetric maps of
the Pacific Ocean are used as endpapers in The Prairie, The Desert
and The Ocean, respectively. Each book has a different color cloth
spine and back board, with front board in toning paper. Titles and
press logo in gilt on spines. Separate colophon folder with original
watercolor; signed and numbered by Heebner in pencil. Textured
blue/tan cloth slipcase.
The text is excerpted from The Western Horizon, Abrams, New
York, 2000. [124105]

63. 	Stephenson, Jean Simpson. OF SCANDINAVIA.
N.P.: Jean Simpson Stephenson, n.d., square small
4to., black cloth spine, decorated paper covered
boards, cloth clamshell box with orange printed
paper labels. (8) pages.
$ 400.00
Limited to 22 numbered copies signed by the author /
illustrator. “Written, illustrated, printed on a Vandercook
proofpress and bound by Jean Stephnson.” Set in 18 pt. Weiss
Bold, with illustrations cut from separate linoleum blocks
and printed on Smerset Satin mouldmade paper. Covers
printed from woodblocks on Japanese Torinoko paper. Three
color illustrations. [124351]
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64. 	(Tern Press) Masefield, John. AUGUST 1914 & REYNARD THE
FOX OR THE GHOST HEATH RUN 1918. (Market Drayton,
Shropshire): The Tern Press, (2005), 4to, fox red cloth with paper
labels on spine and front. (xii), 174, (4) pages.
$ 6,500.00
Limited to 40 numbered copies, signed by Nicholas Parry and Mary Parry.
First title page portrait of John Masefield plus 55 full page black and white
illustrations. Set in Caslon type on Magnani paper with pencil illustrations
reproduced by North Shropshire Print. Brown cloth covers, with paper title
label on spine and front. Tan endpapers. Together with: Over 50 original
graphite drawings by Nicholas Parry used in the book, as well as others not
used in the book. Drawings on card stock. Includes original of first title page
illustration of John Masefield. All in a tan cloth drop-back box with toning
leather title label on spine.
John Edward Masefield
was born in 1878 and died
in 1967. His idyllic early
childhood was vital to his
later work. His prolific
writing career encompassed
some 50 volumes of verse,
over 20 novels and 8 plays.
He became Britain’s Poet
Laureate in 1930 and received
the Order of Merit in 1935.
August 1914 is a moving
poem of the First World War.
Reynard the Fox is a versetale set in the rural world of
Masefield’s childhood.
A rare look at the artist’s work of over 50 original
drawings viewed side by side with the text. [124152]

65. 	Thielen, Beth. ABOUT MY MOTHER.
(Pasadena: Beth Thielen, 1996), 4to., black linen
covered boards, matching black linen slipcase
with paper spine label. Unpaginated.
$ 750.00
Revised edition, one of only five numbered copies. An
Artists’ book by Beth Thielen. Thielen’s Artists’ books have
been exhibited all over the United States. This particular
title is an accordian fold book with large pages of heavy
paper containing drawings in gold ink surrounding a
small cut-out book which forms part of the text of the
larger book. Handwritten text written underneath the
drawings. Handwritten colophon page. [124433]
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66. 	Thielen, Beth. SENTENCES: WORDS SPOKEN IN PRISON TO AN ARTIST. With WHY THE
REVOLVING DOOR: THE NEIGHBORHOOD, THE PRISONS. SCULPTURAL POP-UP BOOKS
DESIGNED AND PRINTED BY BETH THIELEN. 2 volumes. (Pasadena, CA): Beth Thielen, 1990, 1993,
small 4to., quarter black linen paper covered boards with monoprints on front and rear covers, specially
made black linen slipcase.

$ 3,500.00

First title: One of 10 numbered
copies, signed by the artist
in the book, as well as on a
separate card description.Made
from monoprinted templates on
an Ettan etching press on 100%
rag, acid free, white Arches
cover. Each page was handcut
by the artist. Cover with
etching.
Second title: Artists’ Proof in an
edition of 20 numbered copies,
signed by the artist who has also
noted that this copy is unique.
Made from monoprinted
templates which vary in color
and textural application. Hand
printed by the artist on an
Ettan etching press on 100% rag
paper, acid free, white and black
Arches Cover. Each page handcut and bound by the artist. Etching on cover.
Seven dramatic pop-up scenes of urban and prison life, each with a relevant hand-written pencil commentary by the artist
on the bottom of each double-page spread. Title pages handwritten in pencil.
The two books are housed together in a double slipcase to form a unique specially made matching set. [124149]

67. 	(Wadsworth, Edward) SAILING-SHIPS AND BARGES OF THE
WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN AND THE ADRIATIC SEAS.
A series of copper plates engraved in the line manner by Edward
Wadsworth. And coloured by hand, with an Introduction and Brief
Descriptions by Bernard Windeler. London: Frederick Etchells & Hugh
MacDonald, 1926, 4to., quarter cream colored cloth with orange buckram
covered boards, illustration in gilt on cover and spine. xv, 79, (7) pages.
$ 700.00
Limited to 450 numbered copies. Printed at the Curwen Press. Copper-plate
engravings printed by A. Alexander & Sons. Set in Rudolf Kochs Kursiv, printed on
Zanders handmade paper at the Curwen Press. Slipcase rubbed and spotted. Spine of
book is faded, minor spotting on endpapers, else very good. [124172]
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68. 	(Wayzgoose Press) Hudson, Mike and Jadwiga Jarvis. PRIVATE
IMPRESSIONS, A SECOND COLLECTION OF FOUR
MONOGRAPHS ABOUT PRINTING AND OTHER BOOK
ARTS. Katoomba. NSW Australia: The Wayzgoose Press, 2001,
4to., full bottle green cloth with two recessed labels on the cover,
slipcase. 64, (2) pages.
$ 700.00
One in an edition of 15 signed and numbered copies. This is a new printing,
repaginated into 8-page signatures. The pages are numbered (numbers
printed over a color patch) and have running shoulders; this means 3 colors
on every page of text, plus others when there are illustrations. The doublepage spread from Monograph #7 has been expanded with more text to make
a triple gate-fold. An original two-color wood engraving printed from the
block is tipped-in. The endpapers, which relate to the content, have been
designed and printed exclusively for this edition.
This book considers the big picture of bookmaking from early written
documents to the book as we know it today. It tells the story of the early
Greek convention of aural reading from papyrus rolls, through the Dark
Ages and monastic traditions, the invention of the Carolingian manuscript
style, and the rise of secular, silent reading practices in the early Renaissance
The Gutenberg Bible is presented as the beginning not just of a new
technological age, but as the start of the compromise work practices that
mass production activities encourage. It discusses the fits and starts of the book trade and the drive for rationalization
of techniques at the expense of the creative potentials of authorship throughout the 20th century. The value of Stanley
Morisons & Beatrice Warde’s sobering influence is examined and questioned. It weighs the benefits to text and reader
of an individual and creative approach to book design, typography and illustration against the losses inflicted by mass
production principles. [124203]

69. 	Weier, Debra and Bill
Bridgers. EDGES.
(Madison, WI): Emanon
Press, 1979, small 4to.,
cloth with blind stamped
front cover. Unpaginated.
$ 1,500.00
Limited to 15 numbered copies
signed by Weier and Bridges
who designed and illustrated
this title at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison. The
intaglio images were printed
on Rives BFK and Arches. Text
printed on separate paper pasteons. Edges is the third work
published by the Emanon Press which was founded by Weier at the University of Wisconsin in 1977.
The endpapers reproduce the handwritten explanatory texts on the theme of the book. [124432]
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